MAR30315 Certificate III in Marina Operations

Release 1
MAR30315 Certificate III in Marina Operations

Modification History
Release 1. This is the first release of this qualification in the MAR Maritime Training Package Release 3.0.

Qualification Description
This qualification is suitable for people working in the marina industry performing a range of tasks such as berthing, mooring and storage of vessels and a range of boatyard tasks connected to sailing, cruising and general boating.
No licensing, legislative or certification requirements apply to this qualification at the time of publication.

Entry Requirements
There are no entry requirements for this qualification.

Packaging Rules
Total number of units = 17
11 core units plus
6 elective units
The elective units can be selected from the elective units list below – up to 2 of these 6 elective units may be selected from any endorsed Training Package where the unit is packaged in a qualification at the same level or one level higher.
Imported units must be relevant to the job role, work outcome and enterprise and individual needs.

Core units
- BSBCUS201 Deliver a service to customers
- BSBINN201 Contribute to workplace innovation
- BSBWOR203 Work effectively with others
- MARB021 Perform routine tasks in a marina
- MARB022 Refuel a vessel
MARB023  Maintain marina infrastructure
MARF023  Apply safe work practices in a marina
MARF024  Classify marina infrastructure, vessels and staffing structure
MARF025  Respond to marina emergencies
MEM50003B  Follow work procedures to maintain the marine environment
MEM50004B  Maintain quality of environment by following marina codes

**Elective units**
AURREA2001  Apply environmental and sustainability best practice in a marine workplace
BSBCCMM201  Communicate in the workplace
BSBWHS401  Implement and monitor WHS policies, procedures and programs to meet legislative requirements
HLTAID003  Provide first aid
MARB024  Undertake basic boatyard operations
MARC019  Transmit and receive information by marine VHF radio within Australian Territorial Waters
MARF001  Apply basic survival skills in the event of vessel abandonment
MARN002  Apply seamanship skills aboard a vessel up to 12 metres
MEM11010B  Operate mobile load shifting equipment

**Qualification Mapping Information**
No equivalent qualification.

**Links**